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CD Review: Two Recent Recordings of The Creation.
by Michael E. Ruhling
Rochester Institute of Technology

Joseph Haydn. The Creation. Boston Baroque. Linn Records, CDK401.
Martin Pearlman, conductor
Soloists: Amanda Forsythe, soprano; Keith Jameson, tenor; Kevin Deas, bass-baritone.
Original release 2012. Recorded October 2011, Mechanics Hall, Worcester, MA.
Playing time 97 minutes.
Joseph Haydn. The Creation. Handel and Haydn Society. Coro Records,
COR16135.
Harry Christophers, conductor
Soloists: Sarah Tynan, soprano; Jeremy Ovenden, tenor; Matthew Brook, bass-baritone.
Original release 2016. Recorded May 2015, Symphony Hall, Boston, MA (two live
performances).
Playing time 98 minutes.
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I. Introduction
Boston has the good fortuning of being home to two of the finest period ensembles in
the U.S.: Boston Baroque (hereafter BB) and the Handel and Haydn Society (hereafter
H&H). Both groups recently released superb recordings of Haydn’s The Creation. In
many ways the two recordings exhibit similar readings of Haydn’s masterpiece. This
may be due in part to the two ensembles sharing fifteen instrumentalists and six
choristers for these recordings, and perhaps also to some degree of reliance on the
guiding hand of A. Peter Brown, whose performing edition1 H&H used in this recording,
and whose research into early source materials2 may have had some influence on certain
performing details of the BB recording, in particular ornamentation by the vocal
soloists. Of course, there are many differences as well. Some differences perhaps reflect
the circumstances of the recordings. The BB recording, made over a five-day recording
session at Mechanics Hall in Worcester, generally has a more homogenized orchestral
sound and slightly better overall intonation and ensemble cohesion. The H&H
recording, comprising portions from two live performances at Boston’s Symphony Hall
that concluded the society’s 200th season, benefits from a clearer sense of instrument
placement and spatial presence, aiding a colorful heterogeneous orchestral impression.
Other differences testify to the astute personal touches and nuances in approach to this
great work, communicated by the two conductors and their performers.
Maintaining the theme of this issue of HAYDN: Online Journal of the Haydn Society of
North America, my review of these splendid recordings is premised on two pedagogical
questions: considered individually or by comparison, 1) what can these recordings
clearly demonstrate to my students in advanced classes and ensembles various

Brown’s performance materials are available from Edition Peters. Choral scores are available for
purchase and orchestral materials by rental. A review by Dr. William Weinert of these and other
performing materials for The Creation is available in this journal, vol. 3.1 (Spring 2013): “Review: The
Creation Performance Editions.”
1

The “Preface” to Brown’s performing edition contains some useful performance information. Brown’s
Performing Haydn’s The Creation (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1986) is a more thorough
account of his research into the work.
2
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approaches to the details of late 18th-century performance style? And 2) what in these
recordings might demonstrate to my students—or perhaps an audience in a pre-concert
presentation—those qualities that make Haydn’s The Creation a masterpiece of
dramatic music from the end of the Enlightenment? To be sure, readers of this review
will have their own preferences regarding the primacy of various approaches to
performance details. On those points where I directly compare aspects of the two
recordings, I have attempted to maintain as much as possible quantitative statements
(as opposed to qualitative judgements) in my descriptions, leaving preferential decisions
to the reader. For convenience I will generally refer to movements according to A. Peter
Brown’s numbering,3 which coincides with the CD tracks of both recordings. Table 1
lists this ordering and the corresponding numbers found in the Joseph Haydn-Werke
(vol. XXVIII/3), along with the German and English movement titles. This table is also
available as an appendix at the end of the review. Readers interested more in the overall
impressions of each recording rather than the details of style and treatment of
performance markings may wish to skip the next section and go directly to “III. The
Creation as a masterpiece of dramatic music.”

II. Details of style
Both ensembles are of a size resembling some of the personal or salon performances of
the work in Haydn’s day, but much smaller than the first Viennese public
performances.4 BB uses an orchestra of 40 and a chorus of 25, and H&H has 47 in its
orchestra (adding two vn I, three vn II, and two va) with a somewhat larger chorus of 42.
The orchestras play with a straight tone (no vibrato), which they use effectively in
bringing out the tensions of the dissonances. This makes No. 1 “Representation of
Chaos” and the mimetic sunrise in No. 13 particularly poignant. Each ensemble

3

Numbers and titles are from Brown, Performing Haydn’s The Creation, 78-9.

The first public performances had nearly 200 performers. Two private performances led by Haydn in
1800 had forces closer to these recordings (Royal Palace in Budapest had ca. 85 performers and the
Esterházy Palace in Eisenstadt had ca. 32). See Performing Haydn’s The Creation, 2-8.
4
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demonstrates a slightly different sound ideal regarding balance. BB has a more
homogenized overall sound, with wind solos coming to the fore appropriately, while the
H&H orchestra sound is more heterogeneous, featuring a brighter sound in the
trumpets, horns, and timpani. Both recordings contain lovely clarinet solos throughout;
especially noteworthy is H&H’s principal clarinet Eric Hoeprich’s solo work in the trio of
No. 26 “On Thee each living soul awaits.” The two ensembles show differences in
approach in the use trombones: H&H treats them more as members of the brass section,
with a brighter, more present and independent sound, while in BB they function more
subtly to enhance the choral parts. Only when they have independent lines, such as the
short-short-short-long motives towards the end of the last chorus, do they become the
antiphonal equal of the horns and trumpets.
The continuo instrumentation of the recitatives offers another point for teaching that
different approaches to the style are possible. BB uses a bass and a cello (cellist Sarah
Freiberg and bassist Deborah Dunham play together beautifully on the BB recording),
while H&H uses just a cello. H&H cellist Guy Fishman is solid throughout, but his
soloistic playing in No. 29 “Our duty we performed now” is particularly stunning
without being overly obtrusive, demonstrating how beautifully free the continuo in a
secco recitative can be. Both ensembles use fortepiano. BB’s Peter Sykes plays an
instrument by D. Jacques Way (1992), after a Stein and Walter, and H&H’s Ian Watson
an instrument by Paul McNulty (2000), patterned on a Walther und Sohn model. Each
demonstrates a different concept of continuo playing: Sykes tends to be more subtle and
strict in rhythm, with some arpeggiation here and there, while Watson is freer
throughout, with more prominent use of arpeggiation and ornamentation. His quaint
flourish at the end of No. 12 takes our mind to the stars, and nicely sets up the stark
opening of the “sunrise” in No. 13.
The vocal soloists and choruses in both recordings clearly articulate their texts—BB
using the German text and H&H the English. BB soprano Amanda Forsythe’s relaxed,
clear, and bell-tone vocal quality is particularly pleasing. The straighter-toned approach
of the BB soloists and its smaller chorus, coupled with a less exaggerated differentiation
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in overall volume between fortes and pianos, gives the BB recording a more intimate
effect that one could imagine resembled some of the palace salon performances in
Haydn’s day. On the other hand, H&H gives the effect of a larger public performance
with its greater differentiation in dynamics, occasional addition of crescendos and
diminuendos in ensemble passages and individual lines, and a more aggressive choral
sound.
Regarding tempo, both recordings move along rather quickly, probably inspired by
Haydn’s own preference for taking tempos on the faster side.5 Playing times are within a
minute of each other—BB is 97 and H&H 98 minutes.6 The quicker tempos are
especially noticeable in andante and moderato movements. No. 9 “With verdure clad”
(marked Andante) and No. 16 “On mighty pens” (Moderato) in both recordings have
noteworthy dance-like liveliness because of their sprightly pace. Allegros and slow
movements also tend to be on the faster side. Comparing the tempos in No. 14 “The
heavens are telling” demonstrates interesting tempo choices: H&H is fast from the
beginning (quarter=ca. 104) and keeps fairly steady, while BB holds back the tempo a
little at first (ca. 96) and then makes a marked change at the Più Allegro beginning at
bar 95 (ca. 108!). Both treatments give a convincing push to the end of Part I.
One of the more interesting stylistic topics of inquiry that these recordings offer is in
their approaches to phrasing. For the most part, BB leans toward a longer-term shaping
of line, with a subtler localized shaping of figures such as slurs and short melodic
outlines within a measure. At times the performance draws our attention to localized
shaping that maximizes a particular dramatic idea. H&H tends towards a more
exaggerated shaping of localized details that reflect a speech-like rhetoric, while still
maintaining a sense of the long phrase. Included in H&H’s localized outlook is a more
noticeable and prominent use of the messa di voce (particularly effective in the
accompaniment in No. 7 “Rolling in foaming billows”). The shaping is especially
5

See Performing Haydn’s The Creation, 71-3.

Compare to recent period-ensemble recordings by John Eliot Gardiner/Monteverdi Choir and English
Baroque soloists at 99 minutes, and Paul McReesh/Gabrieli Players at 109 minutes.
6
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noticeable in wind solos, but also in violin melodies and string accompaniment figures.
Both recordings beautifully shape the musical ideas in both the localized and the longer
phrase units; the differences are a matter of degree, and perhaps of dramatic outlook.
This will be discussed later.
These recordings are also exemplary for demonstrating different executions of
articulation. Both tend to adhere to the general outlook summarized in various 18thcentury treatises: more separation at faster tempos, less at slower tempos. Thus, a
crispness pervades each recording, with final notes not lingering too long. Overall the
H&H recording treats accented notes, and especially fzs and fps, more aggressively
(emphasis at the beginning of each sound) than BB, who maintain more of the local
dynamic character in treating accents. The abundance of articulation markings in the
“Chaos” movement offers an interesting study in both recordings, though there are far
too many details to address here save two points: BB’s treatment of the crescendos and
staccato releases in the strings are quite abrupt, H&H a little more rounded at the
release (both orchestras handle them with skill and precision); regarding the anomaly
in bar 40 of the half-note in the horns with other instruments ending at the “&” of beat
two, BB treats this as written with the horn sound continuing beyond the others, while
H&H has the horns cutting off with the rest of the orchestra (i.e. a dotted-quarter). The
question of how to treat the articulation of staccatos-under-slurs in repeated pitches in
18th century literature is always one that sparks discussion. In No. 2 “In the beginning”
we are given two solutions for the figure, here representing God’s spirit moving on the
waters: BB treats them with considerable separation, while H&H plays the in a
connected fashion (especially the bass instruments) more approximating Bebung.
Regarding the voices, generally H&H uses more word accentuation and character than
in BB, but only slightly.
In much of Haydn’s vocal music one has to carefully consider how to articulate
instrumental figures that imitate words that have been sung. Some examples in The
Creation are the two-note imitation of “kei-ne/e-ver” in No. 14 “The heavens are telling”
and the short-short-short-long rhythm of “des Herren Ruhm/the Lord be praised” in
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No. 32 “Praise the Lord ye voices all.” The orchestra in the BB recording strictly follows
the written articulation most of the time, except for the strings in the last chorus, which
slightly accent the second eighth-note and final long note to suggest the word
accentuation. In the H&H recording, the brass and winds consistently add some, albeit
very subtle accentuation to the pitches which coincide with accented syllables of text,
thus more clearly conveying a sense of echo.7
Finally, these recordings offer wonderful exemplars for demonstrating approaches to
vocal ornamentation. The soloists in the H&H recording take a fairly conservative
approach, adding some short ornaments either improvised or, more commonly,
informed by some of the early performance sources. The soloists in BB, on the other
hand, use much more ornamentation. No. 9 “With verdure clad” offers a good point of
comparison in the two approaches. H&H’s Gabriel—soprano Sarah Tynan—adds a few
trills and other short ornaments, particularly upon the return of the opening material at
bar 53ff. BB’s Gabriel—Amanda Forsythe—treats this part in dramatic 18th-century “da
capo” fashion, with an extensive display of beautifully executed ornaments. Many of her
embellishments are suggested by the so-called “Estate” parts,8 but she also extends
these with her own ideas. This is a marvelous example of how to embellish da capo
material in 18th-century style! In a similar way, Forsythe’s Eve is joined by her Adam,
Kevin Deas, in some tasteful and lovely ornamentation in their duet No. 30 “Graceful
consort.”

III. The Creation as a masterpiece of dramatic music
Considering broader and more general performance aspects, the Boston Baroque and
Handel and Haydn Society recordings each exemplify The Creation as a masterpiece of
John Eliot Gardiner’s recording of The Creation (Monteverdi Choir/English Baroque Soloists) most
clearly imitates the vocal accent patterns in the instrumental echoes throughout.
7

Parts from Haydn’s library, probably made from the Tonkünstler Societät score, probably used for the
first Vienna public performance. Now in National Széchényi Library, Budapest. See A. Peter Brown,
Performing Haydn’s The Creation, 15, 44-61.
8
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dramatic music from the end of the 18th century. The use of period instruments, limited
vibrato, and A=415hz tuning help establish the “historically informed” stylistic context
of the work. To be sure, the sounds of the period instruments vivify the drama in many
ways, perhaps most clearly in the way the wind solos effect the pastoral and rustic
character in No. 9 “With verdure clad.” The Creation’s importance as the first musical
vocal piece published in a bi-lingual format is emphasized by the languages used by each
group—BB in German and H&H in English. The program booklets each contain the
conductors’ arguments regarding the “authenticity” of their chosen language. Most
importantly, the details of performance discussed above, along with others aspects, all
combine to generate two compelling interpretations of the dramatic trajectory of this
Enlightenment piece.
The lively tempos and general sprightliness of the articulation help emphasize and
maintain an overall lightness that enhances the positive outlook and innocence of the
drama. This is especially true in the andante and moderato movements, where the
Gemütlichkeit is established right away in No. 3 “Now vanishes” and especially in the
6/8 No. 9 “In verdure clad.” While the H&H recording of the latter is a bit slower than
that of BB, its localized more exaggerated shaping of figures in the measure keeps it light
and flowing. This light-heartedness is maintained in No. 16 “On mighty pens,”
particularly in the H&H recording; the quick tempo, localized rhetorical melodic
shaping, crisp articulation, and slight crescendo in the first orchestral phrase—along
with the seductive cooing of soprano Sarah Tynan and excellent “nightingale” solos of
flautist Christopher Krueger—create a bright and playful beginning for Part II. One
could also argue, however, that BB’s smoother articulation and phrase-oriented shaping
might more appropriately match the meaning of this movement’s text. The brisk pace of
the allegro tempos and the crisp, brilliant brass tone and articulation of both recordings
in choruses Nos. 14 and 26 generate exciting and breathless conclusions to Parts I and
II. The drive is enhanced in No. 14 in the H&H recording by particularly brilliant
trumpet and timpani playing on return of “The wonders of his works.” In Adam’s and
Eve’s duet No. 30 “Graceful consort” the allegro section really moves in both recordings.
It is perhaps a little too fast in the BB performance to accommodate the ornamentation
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in the bass solo, but Adam’s and Eve’s great joy and excitement certainly come through
very clearly.
The relatively quick pace of the moderate and fast tempos engenders a sense of extra
relaxation in the few movements that are marked with slow tempos. But even in these,
the two conductors come down on the side of a relaxed forward motion rather than a
sleepy crawl. In the largo movement that begins Part III—No. 27 “In rosy mantle”—both
conductors chose a rather nice eight-note=ca.84 tempo, thus Adam and Eve open their
eyes to a more relaxed and less laborious and contemplative dawn than one often hears.
Perhaps the most conspicuous tempo difference between the two recordings occurs in
No. 2 where the chorus enters with the words “And the spirit of God moved on the
waters.” There is no local tempo marking, implying the resumption of the opening
Largo. Here, Maestro Pearlman has decided on a faster pace than one usually hears
(quarter=ca.60) and keeps it moving fairly consistently through the remainder of the
movement, while Maestro Christophers starts a bit slower (quarter=ca.54) and stretches
the space between the musical gestures until the “light” moment. So BB seems to convey
the moving forward of God’s creative process, while H&H maintains the sense of space
and void a little longer.
Of course, among the most clearly evident and entertaining aspects of The Creation are
the text painting and mimetic techniques. The BB and H&H recordings contain too
many fine examples of these picturesque tidbits to discuss here, but a few of the more
important moments will illustrate the cleverness of the performers. One must begin
with “The Representation of Chaos.” The straight tone of the orchestral instruments
enhances the moments of pitch dissonance quite brilliantly. The BB recording relies in
general on a more homogenized orchestral sound, out of which leap the short
instrumental solo colors. H&H has a more clearly defined instrumentation throughout,
and generates shocking effects by emphasizing a greater difference between soft and
loud dynamics, enhanced by a brighter brass sound and crisper timpani strike.
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Each ensemble has its own approach to painting specific text references. Both groups
cleverly rely on vocal and instrumental colors and techniques for text painting. In
general, BB emphasizes the adroit techniques of the vocal soloist to bring the audience
into the picture, while H&H brings to the fore illustrative instrumental effects. BB’s
bass-baritone Kevin Deas is particularly picturesque in his vocal representation. He
changes vocal colors to vividly differentiate the forms of precipitation in No. 4 “And God
made the firmament,” and on the word “leviathan” in No. 19 “Most beautiful appear” his
tasteful slide down the octave hands the picture off to the playfulness of the
viola/cello/bass figures. By comparison, H&H’s Matthew Brook sings the “leviathan”
line with the sense of bouncy playfulness of the bass instruments, thus seeming to follow
their textual representation. Nos. 21 and 22 of course set the gold standard for direct
mimetic representation. No. 21 “Straight opening her fertile womb” BB relies upon
subtle tempo changes and Mr. Deas’s vocal finesse to illustrate the full-voiced lion (one
hardly hears the trombone’s mimicking of the lion’s roar), flexible tiger, nimble but
majestic stag and steed, and of course the sinewy worm (Deas slides to the low D), with
the carefully balanced and controlled orchestra serving in a decidedly supportive role.
One spot of mimetic instrumental color that sticks out is the snarly buzzing of the
contrabassoon (played by Thomas Sefcovic) in No. 22 as the cattle heavily trod the
ground. In the H&H recording, the tempo remains steady in No. 21, and Brooks a
clearly and colorfully sings the text, especially his nervous treatment of the insects, but
the broad paint strokes are given to the instruments. The roar of the lion’s in the bass
trombone (played by Mack Ramsey) and the pastoral character of the flute-bassoon
representing the sheep, effectively set the scenes, as do the
excellent, crisp articulation in horns, trumpets, and timpani, and the snarling bass
trombone added to the contrabassoon for the stomping cattle, in No. 22.
Other noteworthy text painting aspects in these recordings include: in both recordings
an excellent change in style in the chorus in No. 3, from the “cursing rage” to the “new
created world;” the colorfully illustrative vocal control of H&H tenor Jeremy Ovenden
easily breathes life into Adam’s nostrils, who then proudly stands tall as a living soul in
No. 23 “And God created man;” in both recordings of No. 24 “In native worth,” the clear
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conversation between the cellos and violins representing the glances of the first man and
woman (the first love duet, perhaps?). The emphasized bassoon sound (played by
Andrew Schwartz and Kate van Orden) in the H&H track of the Trio of No. 26 adds to
the rustic quality of this pastoral, and the crisp articulation of motives in all the
instruments (Alle Stimmen!)—especially the full sound of the trombones, in the last
chorus—brings the H&H recording to a celebratory close.
Considering the dramatic trajectory of The Creation and its historical context as a
product of the Enlightenment, one is compelled to address the aesthetic principles of the
Beautiful and the Sublime and how these two principles are balanced in the drama.
Much has been written on the subject,9 and the BB and H&H recordings give ample
material for demonstrating this complex but crucial issue.
Beautiful and sublime aspects can be observed in both localized and long-term manners.
A few examples of the more exemplary localized sublime and beautiful effects will serve
to convey the character of each recording’s treatment.
In No. 2 the “Licht/light” moment is very effective in both recordings, but in different
ways. The BB performance has a sudden, popping change to the fortissimo dynamic on
“Licht,” maintaining the surprise and effecting a sublime shudder in the listener. The
H&H recording, on the other hand, has a slight choral crescendo on the words “and
there was,” thus building the sense of growing anticipation to the “light” moment, which
is strengthened by full trombone sound at the word “light.” Solid choral entrances in
both recordings enhance sublime moments. For example, in No. 3 “Now vanish before
the holy beams,” despite the smaller chorus in the BB recording, the sublime rage on
“Verzweiflung” is brilliantly achieved by a crisp singing style on quarter notes, and is
effectively juxtaposed to the legato style and more long-term linear shaping representing
the beauty of “Und einer neue Welt.”

Recently, Nancy November has argued for a recognition of the topic of “the Beautiful.” See November’s
“Beautiful Haydn” in this journal issue 5.2 (Fall 2015).
9
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Another exemplary juxtaposition of sublime and beautiful in the BB recording occurs in
No. 28 Duet “By thee with bliss” following the tempo change and move to 2/4 meter.
The string articulation and brisk tempo creates a playful background for Adam’s and
Eve’s prayer. Delicate timpani playing by the late John Grimes reminds us of the
sublime God. Beauty is conveyed in the delicate treatment of localized (figures within a
measure) articulations during the duet portions, but longer phrase grouping and less
delicate articulation (i.e. more indicative of sublime) when chorus of angels sing. This
juxtaposition is especially effective at the one elided cadence, as the chorus completes “.
. . ist seine Macht” over the driving, more forceful and long-range phrases, while the
delicate, more locally-shaped violin I line that goes with the solos interrupts the driving
articulation, ending the chorus and setting up the “beautiful” return of Adam and Eve
(Eve singing “Sanft rauschend lobt”).
This illustrates an interesting dramatic technique in Maestro Pearlman’s interpretation
that can be traced throughout the recording. In section II above I discussed the differing
approaches in phrase shaping and articulation, suggesting that in the BB recording a
longer phrase shaping comes to the fore, while in the H&H recording more localized
articulation and shape are emphasized. Maestro Pearlman seems to associate the
driving, longer-range motion that some scholars identified as characteristic of a
“symphonic” style with the more sublime aspects of the drama, while conveying
“beautiful” ideas with the more localized shaping of figures—rhetorical gestures—and
clearly delineated melodic details often associated with the “sonata” style.10 Thus, the
sublime portions of No. 28 where the heavenly host join in the hymn of praise take on a
“symphonic” drive fed by an emphasis on long-range phrase shaping, while the beautiful
scene of Adam and Eve in the garden relax into a more “sonata” style approach
characterized by more delicate treatment of short melodic and articulation gestures.
This is most clearly evident at the elided cadence mentioned above, where the violins

For summaries of research on the symphonic and sonata styles, see Michael Broyles, Chapter I “The
Two Instrumental Styles of Classicism,” in The Emergence and Evolution of Beethoven’s Heroic Style
(New York, Excelsior Music Publishing Co., 1987), and Elaine Sisman, “‘The Spirit of Mozart from
Haydn’s Hands’: Beethoven’s Musical Inheritance,” in The Cambridge Companion to Beethoven, edited
by Glenn Stanley: 45-63 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
10
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shape the very first gesture of the return to the duet music so dramatically as to
effectively “put on the breaks” coming out of the previous sublime segment.
I have argued elsewhere that as the drama progresses, there is a gradual move from a
generally sublime aesthetic atmosphere with beautiful moments, towards a generally
beautiful aesthetic sprinkled with sublime moments.11 The major turning point is at No.
16 “And God created great whales.” Associating the “symphonic” vs. “sonata” style of
shaping figures with the sublime and the beautiful, respectively, seems to have a direct
impact of the BB recording’s long-term balance of the two principles in the dramatic
trajectory by underpinning the careful balance between the beautiful and the sublime
contained in the text of the drama. The instrumental opening of the No. 19 Trio “Most
beautiful appear” more than any other prior movement has the strings clearly focused
on more delicate shaping of localized smaller units within the long phrase (e.g. vn I
melody, vn II and va 16th-note groupings, more prominent messa di voce use, etc.), thus
reflecting what 18th-century writers and some modern scholars have suggested as a
characteristic of the “sonata” style. This subtly suggests a focus on the beautiful rather
than the sublime as this movement gets underway. The crisp three-note staccato chords
in the winds serve to bring such delicate treatment into relief, further emphasizing a
change in aesthetic here, now that creatures inhabit the earth. The nice full orchestral
accent (but controlled in the brass and timpani) on the downbeat in the following “The
Lord is great,” brings into relief the aesthetic of the beautiful that characterizes the
previous trio section. From this point forward, the BB recording displays much more of
the “sonata” style approach in the shaping of figures.

Michael Ruhling, “Considering Haydn's Creation in Light of Burke's Philosophical Enquiry into the
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful.” Unpublished paper, delivered at The Catholic
University of America Musicology Series, Feb. 2013.
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IV. Conclusion
The Boston Baroque and Handel and Haydn recordings of The Creation are both
superb. They exhibit many common characteristics in their approach to this great work.
This commonality allows a more vivid and careful look at what is different about them.
In what they share and what they claim as their own, both recordings offer teachers
many useful examples of fine technical and interpretive moments from which this
marvelous work can be taught to students at many levels, and will provide music
connoisseurs with wonderfully enriching musical experiences.
V. Appendix: Movement number designations of A. Peter Brown and (Joseph HaydnWerke)12
Part I
No. 1 (1a)

Overture. Die Vorstellung des Chaos/The Representation of Chaos.

No. 2 (1a~)

Recit. Im Anfang schuf Gott Himmel und Erde/In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth.
Chorus. Und der Geist Gottes schwebte auf der Fläche der Wasser/And the
spirit of God moved among the face of the waters.

No. 3 (1b)

Aria. Nun schwanden vor dem heiligen Strahle/Now vanish before the
holy beams.
Chorus. Verzweiflung, Wut und Schrecken/Despairing, cursing rage.

No. 4 (2a)

Recit. Und Gott machte das Firmament/And God made the firmament.

No. 5 (2b)

Solo and Chorus. Mit Staunen sieht das Wunderwerk/The marvelous work
beholds amazed.

No. 6 (3a)

Recit. Und Gott sprach: Es sammle sich das Wasser/And God said: Let the
waters be gathered together.

No. 7 (3b)

Aria. Rollend in schäumenden Wellen/Rolling in foaming billows.

No. 8 (4a)

Recit. Und Gott sprach: Es bringe die Erde Gras hervor/And God said: Let
the earth bring forth grass.

A. Peter, Brown, Performing Haydn’s The Creation (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1986),
78-9. Joseph Haydn-Werke, Vol. XXVIII/3 (Cologne: G. Henle Verlag, 2008).
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No. 9 (4b)

Aria. Nun beut die Flur das frische Grün/With verdure clad the fields
appear.

No. 10 (5a)

Recit. Und die himmlischen Heerscharen/And the heavenly host
proclaimed.

No. 11 (5b)

Chorus. Stimmt an die Saiten/Awake the harp.

No. 12 (6a)

Recit. Und Gott sprach: Es sei’n Lichter an der Feste des Himmel/And
God said: Let there be lights in the firmament of heaven.

No. 13 (6b)

Recit. Im vollen Glanze steiget jetzt die Sonne strahlend auf/In splendor
bright the sun is rising now.

No. 14 (6c)

Trio and Chorus. Die Himmel erzählen die Ehre Gottes/The heavens are
telling the glory of God.

Part II
No. 15 (7a)

Recit. Und Gott sprach: Es bringe das Wasser/And God said: Let the
waters bring forth.

No. 16 (7b)

Aria. Auf starken Fittige schwinget/On mighty pens uplifted soars.

No. 17 (8a)

Recit. Und Gott schuf grosse Walfische/And God created great whales.

No. 18 (8a~) Recit. Und die Engel rührten ihr’ unsterblichen Harfen/And the angels
struck their immortal harps.
No. 19 (8b)
(8c)

Trio. In holder Anmut stehn/Most beautiful appear
Chorus. Der Herr ist gross/The Lord is great.

No. 20 (9a) Recit. Und Gott sprach: Es bringe die Erde/And God said: Let the earth
bring forth.
No. 21 (9b)

Recit. Gleich öffnet sich der Erde Schoss/Straight opening her fertile
womb.

No. 22 (9c)

Aria. Non scheint in vollem Glanzen/Now heav’n in all her glory shown.

No. 23 (10a) Recit. Und Gott schuf den Menschen/And God created man.
No. 24 (10b) Aria. Mit Wurd’ und Hoheit angetan/In native worth and honor clad.
No. 25 (11a) Recit. Und Gott sah jedes Ding/And God saw everything.
No. 26 (11b) Chorus and Trio. Vollendet ist das grosse Werk/Achieved is the glorious
work.
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Part III
No. 27 (12a) Recit. Aus Rosenwolken bricht/In rosy mantle appears.
No. 28 (12b) Duet with Chorus. Von deiner Güt’, O Herr/By thee with bliss, o
bounteous Lord.
No. 29 (13a) Recit. Nun ist die erste Pflicht erfüllt/Our duty we performed now.
No. 30 (13b) Duet. Holde Gattin, dir zur Seite/Graceful consort, at thy side.
No. 31 (14a) Recit. O glücklich Paar/O happy pair.
No. 32 (14b) Chorus. Singt dem Heren all Stimmen/Sing the Lord ye voices all.

